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We report on progress toward computing a four-loop supersymmetric form factor in maximally
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. A representative example particle content from the involved
supermultiplets is a stress-tensor operator with two on-shell gluons. In previous work, the integrand for this form factor was obtained using color-kinematic duality in a particularly simple
form. Here the result of applying integration-by-parts identities is discussed and cross-checks of
the result is performed. Rational IBP relations and their reduction are introduced as a potentially
useful aide.
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1. Introduction

holds, where q2 = (p1 + p2 )2 and D = 4 − 2ε, and F̃ (l) is now a dimensionless function of gym , Nc
and ε. It is related to the cusp anomalous dimension by exponentiation [6, 7, 8, 9],
F̃

(l)

(l)


= exp

∑
l

−g2l γcusp
(2lε)2

+ O(ε

−1


) .

(1.2)

Therefore at fixed order in perturbation theory one can compute the correction to the light-like cusp
anomalous dimension to that order in perturbation theory. The possible algebraic color invariants
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Difficulty in perturbative quantum field theory can be measured along the axes of numbers
of loops and numbers of legs in a typical problem to be computed. Entangled with these is the
issue of the number of scales in a typical problem: the more scales (such as more legs or loops),
the harder the problem. For instance, single loop problems with many legs as well as multiple
scales can nowadays be solved routinely, modulo numerical instabilities and issues. For practical
collider applications though, the frontier of development is for on-shell scattering amplitudes found
already at two loops, with five or more on-shell massless particles. This holds even before taking
into account the important issue of obtaining a finite cross-section after cancelling of UV and IR
divergences. This motivates the push for more loops and legs.
An important tool for pushing development in perturbative quantum field theory is the use of
toy models. A particularly important example of such a model is the unique maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. This has played an important role as a testing ground
for new ideas and methods in the recent past [1] and is interesting in its own right for the relation of
its planar sector to a string theory description in the AdS/CFT correspondence [2]. In the context
of the latter some quantities have a (partly conjectural) exact description. For the present context,
an important example of this is the planar lightlike cusp anomalous dimension, for which an exact
integral equation exists [3]. The planar limit provides particularly nice simplifications. In this limit
the number of colors, Nc , in a SU(Nc ) gauge theory is taken to infinity. In the physical theory of
the strong interactions however, this parameter is three and non-planar effects are physically relevant. Also from the formal point of view the value of the first non-planar corrections to the cusp
anomalous dimension is highly interesting, related to string loop corrections in the AdS space.
A second, but no less important reason to be interested in the light-like cusp anomalous dimension is the fact that it is a universal quantity that is ubiquitous in QFT computations. It appears for
instance in the universal exponentiation of IR divergences in dimensional regularisation and gets
its name from the computation of the light-like cusped Wilson line [4, 5]. This function is usually
mixed in with additional structure in a given scattering amplitude or form factor. The exception
to this is the simplest, Sudakov form factor. This consists of a member of the stress-tensor multiplet (i.e. a local gauge invariant operator) and two members of the on-shell gluon multiplet that
is unique in N = 4 SYM. This is a single-scale problem, and it can be shown that maximal supersymmetry factors off a universal tree-level form factor that contains all dependence on external
polarizations as well as the dependence on the gluon color quantum numbers. Hence to any loop
order
F (l) = F (0) (−q2 )−lε F̃ (l) ,
(1.1)
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2. Integration-by-parts identities and their solution
A crucial step in state-of-the-art computations in quantum field theory is the use of integrationby-parts identities [25, 26] to simplify a given problem. Any integrand-generating technique such
as Feynman graphs eventually produces a sum over integrals of the type
I(a1 , . . . , an ) ≡

Z

d D l1 . . . d D lL (1/D1 )a1 . . . (1/Dn )an ,

(2.1)

where Di ’s are typically inverse propagators. These integrals are not all indepedent, but obey linear
identities that follow from
Z
∂
0 = d D l1 . . . d D lL µ X ,
(2.2)
∂ li
for any derivative with respect to a loop momentum. This type of identity leads to a large set of
linear equations, which can be solved by Gaussian elimination, at least in principle. Since the
matrix involved is non-invertible, the solution takes the form of an expression of all integrals in a
given set in terms of a small subset. This smaller subset can be chosen to consist of the simplest
integrals in the class. The latter implies there is a choice of basis involved, which is to be supplied
by the user. This is the essence of the Laporta algorithm [27].
Many private and public implementations of this approach exist, such as AIR [28], FIRE
[29, 30, 31] and Reduze [32, 33]. See LiteRed [34, 35] for an alternative approach to IBP
reduction. For the four-loop form factor under study here only Reduze [33] gave an answer in
large but finite time. The result is given in an explicit set of reduction form of integrals in the form
factor. Some statistics on master integral numbers as a function of numerator power s is given in
Table 1, see [21] for further details.

3. Comparison to counting masters using algebraic methods
The number of master integrals may be counted by exploring only the analytic structure of
the integral topology, without explicitly solving the IBP relations. This method was proposed in
2
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that can appear are determined from all possible contractions of structure constants (see e.g. [10] for
results up to eight loops). Analysing their Nc dependence shows that the first non-planar correction
appears at four loops. It is therefore a particular interesting and challenging problem to consider
four-loop form factors, which is the focus of this paper.
The computation of the Sudakov form factor has a long history both within N = 4 as well
as in more physical theories [6, 7, 8]. The first two-loop correction in N = 4 appeared already in
[11]. The three-loop correction in QCD was studied in a series of papers starting with a basis of
integral after IBP reduction [12], through numerical analysis [13] to analytic integration [14], with
an important cross-check in [15]. In [16] the form factor in N = 4 to the three-loop order was
studied. See also [17] for recent exciting progress at four loops in QCD. In [10] the first simple
form of the integrand of the four-loop form factor in N = 4 was published using color-kinematic
duality [18, 19, 20]. This was followed by the IBP reduction of its integrals in [21], to which
the reader is also referred to for details of part of the work presented here. Interesting ideas for
evaluating the integrals based on dimensional recurrences [22] and advanced integral analysis have
appeared in [23] and [24].
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Table 1: Master integral statistics of obtained IBP reduction.
(b) non-planar form factor

(a) planar form factor

s=0

s=1

s=2

# props

s=0

s=1

s=2

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
sum

8
18
43
49
51
25
8
0
203

6
2
9
1
4
0
0
0
22

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
sum

10
13
34
29
32
13
7
1
139

10
3
10
1
3
0
0
0
27

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2

Table 2: Master integral statistics of 280 Mint basis.
# props
all simple
simple + one double

5
1
0

6
8
0

7
25
1

8
48
5

9
52
1

10
58
12

11
32
3

12
20
14

[36], based on earlier work [37]. The basic idea is that, for a given topology of m propagators, the
number of master integrals can be obtained by counting the number of proper critical points of the
sum of first and second Symanzik polynomials
G(~α ) = U(~α ) + F(~α ) ,

(3.1)

where the proper critical points are defined by
∂G
= 0 (i = 1, . . . , m)
∂ αi

and

G 6= 0.

(3.2)

Such critical points can be counted efficiently using the Gröbner basis technique. This procedure
has been implemented in the Mint package [36].
We have applied this algorithm to the four-loop form factor integrals, swapping in different
approaches to perform some of the steps that the Mint package cannot perform in its current
incarnation. We refer the reader to [21, 36] for further details. The obtained masters are classified
in Table 2 according to the number of propagators and the power of propagators. A crosscheck
with the reduction of Reduze shows that all 280 master integrals are independent. Interestingly,
while the counting based on the Mint method indeed provides a set of independent basis integrals,
we find that the reduction of Reduze tends to include more basis integrals. This discrepancy may
be due to extra relations beyond IBP, or possible subtle critical points at infinity which are not
yet resolved by Mint method. It would be very interesting to understand this point. In any case,
we expect that the Mint basis should provide a lower bound of the number of independent basis.
Since the method based on Mint only relies on the topologies of the given integrals and applies to
arbitrary numerators, the results are expected to apply to any theory, including QCD.
3
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4. Rational IBP relations
A particular problem that arises from the explicit reduction is the expansion in the dimensional
regularisation parameter ε. Typically a topology within the form factor is given as a sum over
master integrals as
topi = ∑ ci, j mast j ,
(4.1)

4.1 Algorithm
The parameter q2 can be set to a fixed value without loss of generality. The only variable for
the integrals left is then the dimensional regularisation parameter ε. Proceed as follows:
• write the IBP reduction for all of the integrals in the given set.
• first remove pairs of integrals: those that have the same IBP reduction. This step requires a
minor basis choice (see below).
• one is left with a integrals, expressed in terms of b master integrals. Turn this into a (b by a)
matrix. Its coefficients dependent only on ε.
• evaluate this matrix for random integer values of ε x times, such that xb >> a.
• construct the natural (x · b by a) matrix by adjoining rows. This matrix is purely rational by
construction.
• compute the null-space of this matrix by computer algebra: these are the sought-for relations.
4
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where the coefficients ci, j are functions of ε. Since the four-loop topologies are expected in general
to diverge as ε18 (see equation 1.2) and for the four-loop cusp the term of order ε12 is needed,
both pre-factors as well as master integrals need to be calculated to high order in the ε expansion.
Although the pre-factor has an exact expansion, due to mixing of the two expansion the precision
in each of the expansion coefficients in the master integral is important. We note that in many
cases the coefficients ci, j are such that the integrals mast j have to be expanded to the seventh order,
regardless of at which order the expansion of these master integrals starts. As a rule of thumb, the
coefficients of the prefactor expansion increase an order of magnitude in size with each additional
expansion step, making the mixing highly non-trivial. One potential resolution to this problem is
to study IBP relations which only contain rational numbers and not ε.
One way to obtain such a set will be explained here. All relations with rational coefficients
will be obtained for a set of form factor integrals for which a general IBP reduction with dimension
dependent conditions has been found previously. In essence, we find the rational relations contained in a given IBP reduction. There are other ways of aiming for such a set (Reduze offers a
choice of dimension free IBP relations for instance), but using an already available IBP reduction
will almost certainly be faster. Even more generally, one could employ the strategy below essentially unchanged to use integer numerics in IBP reductions. This is related to but simpler than the
algorithm proposed in [38]. Note that the strategy there aims to yield the full reduction, not just a
rational reduction.
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• check these relations by using the full dimension-dependent IBP reduction.

4.2 Application of rational IBPs to color-planar part of the form factor at four loops
We have generated all rational relations between the integrals for all of the 34 topologies. An
explicit map to master integrals was obtained using the choice outlined above. This was applied
first to the color-planar part of the form factor proportional to Nc4 . An immediate problem now
is that the result contains, in general, a very large number (typically > 500) of rational master
integrals with, again in general, very complicated looking fractional coefficients (denominators
and numerators with many digits). This is likely due to a non-optimal basis choice.
Some ad-hoc rules to find a better basis choice are:
• reduction rules with a very high (>125) number of different master integrals must be discarded.
• integrals from topologies with vanishing color-factor should not appear in the end result. Use
duplication relations to eliminate these.
• any replacement which eliminates several integrals at once out of the sum over all topologies
is good.
• integrals with the largest rational fractions should be reverted first.
One can scan algorithmically for good replacements by selecting a number of integrals and checking in which reduction they appear. Then, one can check the coefficients to test if reverting this
relation will decrease the number of integrals in the full result. Taking into account the relations
with high numbers of rational master integrals can in rare cases significantly reduce resulting form
factor sizes: this happens for instance when two of these relations can be combined into a simpler
one1 .
Applying these rules results in a new form of the color-planar part of the four-loop form
factor in N = 4 with order ∼ 70 integrals, with coefficients which are small (1 < |x| < 100)
integers. The size of the rational IBP reduction is such that it can be used on a laptop, instead of
1 In

the one case known, the two high number of integral expansions contained a number of terms which differed by
one unit.
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To obtain an IBP reduction, one always needs to choose an ordering. We choose to order
(partially) first by numerator power, then by propagator power and finally by topology number.
Lower values are considered simpler. Rearranging the obtained relations according to the ordering
(most difficult first) and row reducing the resulting matrix allows to read off an explicit rational
IBP reduction with the chosen ordering.
Note that the step removing the duplicates is strictly speaking not essential. Typically, these
duplicate cases involve graph symmetries. In cases with many graph symmetries this step is necessary to reduce matrices to a manageable size in the remaining parts of the algorithm. For instance,
for all 10 line integrals across the 34 topologies, there are 11 · 12 · 34 = 4488 different integrals.
After duplicate removal, there are only 389. These obey 31 additional rational relations found by
the above algorithm, giving a set of 358 (rational IBP) master integrals with 10 lines.
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having to be kept and manipulated on a large cluster. This is conducive to experimentation. A
drawback is that the remaining set of master integrals now contains quite a number of integrals
with quadratic numerators, which are known to be hard to integrate. Hence this approach may not
be very fruitful for direct integration without further input. This result is certainly more general:
when using or aiming for rational IBP relations, there is no a-priori way of determining the ’power’
of the reduction: there is no guarantee the computational complexity of a problem will decrease by
solving the set of rational IBP relations.

In this contribution progress has been discussed toward computing the four-loop cusp anomalous dimension in the special toy model theory of N = 4 super Yang-Mills. Current status is that
a basis of master integrals after IBP reduction has been obtained, which was argued to cover the
QCD case as well. Significant challenges remain, especially toward integration. A secondary approach through the construction and solution of rational IBP relations was described. For this the
known IBP reduction was used to obtain a sub-reduction. Although these techniques yield results
which are much more easily manipulated, the reduction in computational complexity is certainly
less than with the use of full IBP relations and will require more input for integration. Still, they
represent an interesting direction to pursue further, especially for the more complicated classes of
integrals which appear in the QCD form factor.
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